
U PERFORM – GET ON Ur BIKE 20KM CHALLENGE! 

 

Cycling is a fantastic way of keeping fit and healthy for you and your family.  As well as the 

health and wellness benefits, it can provide an eco friendly and cheap form of transport; a 

social activity or sport for all ages; and a fun means of exploring your local environment.  

 

However, if you haven’t ridden a bike or you haven’t exercised in a while and feel out of 

shape, getting started can feel quite daunting – which is where the U Perform 20km 

Challenge can help. 

 

What is the U Perform – Get on Ur Bike 20km Challenge? 

 

Our 20km Bike Challenge has been especially designed for beginners by Triathlon 

Performance Coach and Sport Scientist, Richard Smith (MSc), and will help you 

progressively work towards riding 20km continuously in just 8 weeks.  

 

Why get on Ur bike? 

 

One of the greatest barriers to cycling is getting started, not knowing what bike to ride and 

knowing how to stay safe and building both your skills and confidence as well as your 

cycling fitness.  It is easy to both spend a lot of money on the wrong bike for you and your 

needs and/or to get caught up with chasing Strava segments and KOM rather than 

gradually building both your fitness and your enjoyment of your cycling. 

 

Cycling is not only a great way of getting you and your family active, it is a great way to get 

some fresh air and also see your immediate environment from a different perspective.  

 

Cycling for exercise will not only help develop and maintain a healthy cardio-respiratory 

system, it can be used for specific strength work and balance, it’s less stressful on your 

joints and also supports a healthy immune system.      

 

Getting started! 

 

Bikes: 

 

– if you already have a bike and you haven’t ridden it for a while then you should either give 

it a thorough safety check, if you know what you are looking for, before your first ride or 

take it to a bike shop for a service  

 

– if you are looking to purchase a new bike, first think about the sort of riding you plan to do 

for the majority of time as well as your fitness and ability.  If you are going to solely ride on 

roads and good surfaces then look at a hybrid or road bike.  If you are planning on riding off 

road on tracks and trails then consider a mountain bike, CX or gravel bike.  If you plan to 



use your bike for commuting to work again a hybrid or even a folding bike might be best 

suited  

 

– for indoor cycling you will need either a static bike or an indoor trainer.  A basic indoor 

trainer will be adequate to achieve the workouts in the 20km Challenge, but if you can 

afford one with variable resistance, this will give you more training options.  If you plan to 

use some online training resources like Zwift or Trainer Road you will need a SMART 

trainer which is a far more significant investment. 

  

Your current fitness / health: 

 

– If you have any health concerns, we would recommend that you make an appointment 

with your GP and discuss it with them first.  Sign up, download the plan and take it with you 

when you see your GP 

  

– When you start cycling regularly, start off gently and as you progress you will improve the 

health of your heart and lungs and should fairly quickly feel these benefits.  You may lose 

some weight/body fat, especially if combined with a healthy diet  

 

– There are also mental health benefits of cycling. Cycling regularly can be a great stress 

reliever, may help combat depression; can help boost your self confidence and self-belief 

and it may also open up interaction with a broader cycling community and clubs. 

 

Safety first - keeping you and your family safe on your ride! 

 

Plan your route – Cycling indoors is really safe and great when the weather isn’t conducive 

for outdoor riding, however the training demands are somewhat different and you won’t get 

some of pleasures of riding outdoors.  If riding outside it is important to plan a route that is 

appropriate to your cycling ability and current fitness.  To start with aim to stay relatively 

local within a 6-10km radius from your home on quieter roads/tracks and that aren’t too 

demanding nor technical.  Thus if you have a mechanical or have pushed too hard too soon 

you can easily get yourself home.  

 

Be progressive – if you haven’t ridden a bike for a while, use the first couple of rides just to 

get used to riding again, get a feel of being balanced on your bike and practice taking one 

hand off to signal before heading out on to the roads (to remain balanced and riding straight 

gently lift your hand off the handle bars and look straight ahead).  Build up from a 20min 

easy ride to around 40mins.  If you are a more experienced rider, you can extend the 

duration of your ride in your aerobic zones or mix it up by riding harder intervals within a 

ride.  

 

Personal safety 

  

- Wear a helmet – wearing a bike helmet will protect you from serious head injuries 



- Make yourself visible – wear bright clothing, make sure you have lights, reflectors 

and high viz in poor light conditions 

- Check your bike – if you ride regularly, complete a simple ABC Q check before each 

ride. A = Air, check your tyres are inflated correctly B = Brakes, make sure that you 

have two working brakes C = Chain, check that your chain and gears are running 

smooth Q = Quick release, make sure your quick release are closed and tightened 

into the frame.  If you’re taking your bike out for the first time in a long time then 

check it over thoroughly as tyres may have perished and brake/gear cables may 

have seized up, or visit your local bike shop and get it serviced.      

- Exercise within your ability – ride within both your physical and skill abilities, these 

will soon develop and progress 

- Stay hydrated – it’s really important that you remain well hydrated when exercising 

- Fuel – if riding for longer than an hour make sure you have some energy food to 

consume 

 

Riding safely with your family – if you are taking your children out for a ride, make sure your 

route is appropriate and safe for their ability.  Try and ride one adult with one child, and if 

riding on the road ride behind and slightly out in the road to protect them.  If you are riding 

as a family have one adult at the front leading and one adult at the back offering some 

protection. 

 

Inside or Outside?  

 

Riding indoors requires either a stationary exercise or Watt Bike or a turbo trainer or rollers.  

However, you don’t have to spend a fortune on equipment, a basic turbo trainer will allow 

you to perform a safe and effective workout indoors or if you can’t get out on the roads or 

trails.  

 

Lots of people are signing up to online SMART indoor trainer programmes such as Zwift or 

TrainerRoad but these can be costly and aren’t necessary – you can have fun making up 

your own indoor sessions and ride along to a great play list (see examples below).  

 

Riding indoors is generally easier as you have no rolling resistance nor hills, however using 

your gears and the resistance from an indoor trainer you can actually work much harder on 

an indoor trainer than on the roads and thus sessions can be significantly shorter for the 

same fitness gains. 

 

Riding outdoors and with other family members is a great way to safely exercise, keep 

active and break the monotony of staying at home but please respect others whilst out and 

ride within the Highway and Countryside Codes.  

 

Use the natural changes in terrain to make riding easier or harder and/or learn to use your 

gears, if you have them, to change the intensity or focus of exercise e.g. change into a 

harder gear to increase your effort or to focus more on leg strength. 



 

Learn good riding skills.  There are some fantastic resources available online, along with 

information on Clubs, Insurance etc i.e. British Cycling: www.britishcycling.org.uk / Global 

Cycling Network GCN: www.globalcyclingnetwork.com or you could even sign up for a 

Bikeability or Learn to Ride Course.  

 

If you are planning to head out on the roads for the first time in a while, we would 

recommend that you have a practice of your starting and stopping; signally and changing 

gear skills in your garden or on a suitable playing field, play area or car park area.  

 

One of our favourite skills challenges for families or small groups is playing this slow riding 

skills challenge - in your garden or an appropriate small area, play a game of last man 

standing i.e. riding at a slow speed in a confined area, avoiding each other and without 

putting your feet down or going out of the area.  Last person to keep within the rules wins. 

Gradually reduce the size of the riding area.     

 

U PERFORM – GET ON Ur BIKE – 20KM RIDE CHALLENGE 

 

WHY 20KM RIDE CHALLENGE? 

  

So why take up the U Perform 20km Ride Challenge.  The training programme and 20km 

Challenge should be realistic and achievable for anyone both in terms of the time demands 

and the physical challenge involved.   

 

The programme can be completed indoors, outdoors or a mixture of both making it both 

accessible and safe for everyone, even those with a busy family/professional life.  

 

For those who are a little more competitive in nature, the 20km challenge also opens up 

other cycling opportunities including a 10mile time trial, a sprint triathlon, entry level cycle 

Sportives and/or an introduction to Club and group riding. 

   

TRAINING INTENSITY  

 

The demands of cycling are different to other forms of exercise.  Typically, cycling places 

greater demands on the heart, lungs, leg muscles and core strength rather than the upper 

body.  

 

In most people, heart rates tend to be up to 10bpm lower for different exercise intensities 

when cycling as it is only partial weight bearing.  Thus someone with a bigger more 

powerful build will also find riding on the flat or downhill easier, whereas someone who is 

slight and lighter will find climbing relatively easier.  

 



Other factors such as head winds will also impact cycling speed and effort thus heart rate 

and perceived effort are better means of setting exercise intensity.  Power is often used to 

measure indoor and outdoor cycling performance, however this requires you having access 

to an accurate power meter and SMART trainer and neither of these are cheap nor required 

for the U Perform programme. 

 

For the U Perform 20km ride programme we are going to use a simple training intensity 

scale based on 5 levels using heart rate, perceived exertion and a breathing descriptor. 

 

Intensity Heart Rate 
Zone 

Descriptor Perceived 
Exertion Effort 
Level (1-5)  

Easy recovery <70% max HR Really easy, comfortable nose 
breathing 

1 

Easy endurance 70-80% max HR Comfortable, able to hold a 
conversation 

2 

Tempo endurance 80-85% max HR You can speak but only in short 
sentences  

3 

Hard speed / power 85-94% max HR You can only say a word or two 4 

Max  >95% max HR You’re breathing as hard as you 
can   

5 

  

 

TYPES OF SESSION 

 

As with any type of exercise it is very easy to just do the same thing or with cycling the 

same route again and again which leaves you getting bored and losing interest very quickly.  

 

The U Perform ride 20km Challenge programme introduces a range of different types of 

session that focus on different elements of cycling fitness, encouraging your body to adapt 

more rapidly and keeping you motivated and enjoying your cycling.  

 

Equally, when you can ride outside, exploring different and more challenging routes is a 

great way to build your cycling fitness and enjoying your riding. It is also important to 

supplement your weekly cycling with suitable strength, core conditioning and stretching.  

 

U Perform recommend a minimum of 3 x 20mins sessions a week that can be built around 

your cycle training.   

 

Example Session Types 

 

Endurance ride (Level 1-3 Intensity)  

 

(focus is on building your basic aerobic endurance allowing you to ride for longer and more 

consistently) 

 



10mins gradual warm up in small/easier gears 

30-45mins at a controlled L2 intensity 

5mins easy spin warm down L1  

 

Strength ride (Level 3-4 Intensity)  

 

(focus is on building specific leg strength for climbing or building more powerful cycling 

when riding at faster speeds)  

 

10-15mins gradual warm up working through gears and building cadence / leg speed  

4 x 3-5mins seated climb with 2-3mins easy recovery spin (either find a moderate gradient 

hill to climb on the road or on a turbo trainer increase the gearing and resistance to push 

the work into your legs)  

10-15mins easy aerobic recovery ride 

 

HIIT ride (Level 4-5 Intensity)  

 

(focus on developing anaerobic power and balancing the physical development of your 

heart and lungs alongside the endurance sessions) 

 

10-15mins gradual warm up working through gears and building cadence/leg speed  

5 x 30sec in small chain ring/easy gear and resistance high cadence/leg speed i.e. 90rpm+ 

with 60sec easy spin recovery 

 

15sec hard fast effort / 45sec easy spin recovery 

30sec hard fast effort / 30sec easy spin recovery 

45sec hard fast effort / 15sec easy spin recovery 

1min hard fast effort / 1min easy spin recovery 

45sec hard fast effort / 15sec easy spin recovery 

30sec hard fast effort / 30sec easy spin recovery 

15sec hard fast effort / 45sec easy spin recovery 

 

(5mins easy recovery ride and repeat or into easy recovery warm down) 

 

10-15mins easy aerobic recovery ride 

 

 

So get ‘on Ur bike’, stay safe and keep healthy! 

  



U PERFORM 20KM RIDE CHALLENGE PROGRAMME 

 

Intensity Heart Rate 
Zone 

Descriptor Perceived 
Exertion Effort 
Level (1-5)  

Easy recovery <70% max HR Really easy, comfortable nose 
breathing 

1 

Easy endurance 70-80% max HR Comfortable, able to hold a 
conversation 

2 

Tempo endurance 80-85% max HR You can speak but only in short 
sentences  

3 

Hard speed / power 85-94% max HR You can only say a word or two 4 

Max  >95% max HR You’re breathing as hard as you 
can   

5 

 

Week 1 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Power 10mins build warm up / 4 x 30sec at high cadence 95rpm+ 
with 90sec easy spin recovery 
6 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery 
10mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Tempo 
Endurance 

5mins easy build warm up / 5mins in big chain ring build to 
L2/3 
5 x 3mins holding L2/3 with 1min easy spin recovery 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Strength 5-10mins easy build warm up / 5 x 2mins hill climb with 
easy spin back down recovery (indoor trainer use 2min big 
chain ring hard gear/resistance for climb / 1min small chain 
ring for recovery spin) 
5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun Easy 
Endurance 

20-30min L1/2 endurance ride focused on relaxed 
breathing and using your easy gears so you can spin your 
legs at 80rpm+    

 

Week 2 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Speed 10mins build warm up / 4 x 30sec building cadence to 
95rpm+ with 90sec easy spin recovery 
8 x 30sec at 100rpm + in moderate gear L4 with 2mins 
L1/2 spin recovery 
5mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Endurance 10mins easy build warm up / 5mins in big chain ring build 
to L2/3 
5 x 3mins at L2 endurance with 1min easy spin recovery 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Tempo 
Endurance  

5-10mins easy build warm up 
4 x 3mins at L3 Tempo with 1min easy recovery 
 5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun Easy 
Endurance 

20-30min L2 endurance ride focused on relaxed breathing 
and working just a little bit harder than Wk 1    

 

 

 

 



Week 3 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Power 8mins build warm up / 6 x 30sec at high cadence 95rpm+ 
with 90sec easy spin recovery 
4 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery + 
4mins easy spin 
4 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery 
8mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Tempo 
Endurance 

10mins easy build warm up  
5 x 4mins in big chain ring holding L2/3 with 1min easy 
spin recovery in small chain ring 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Strength 5-10mins easy build warm up /  
6 x 3mins in big chain ring L4 overgeared efforts  i.e. use 
gearing and/or resistance to bring leg speed down to 55-
60rpm with 1min easy spin recovery 
5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun Easy 
Endurance 

35-45min L1/2 endurance ride focused on relaxed 
breathing and using your easy gears so you can spin your 
legs at 75rpm+ 

 

 

Week 4 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Speed 10mins build warm up / 4 x 30sec building cadence to 
95rpm+ with 90sec easy spin recovery 
8 x 30sec at 100rpm + in moderate gear L4 with 2mins 
L1/2 spin recovery 
5mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Endurance 10mins easy build warm up / 5mins in big chain ring build 
to L2/3 
5 x 3mins at L2 endurance with 1min easy spin recovery 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Endurance ride 
with power 
bursts  

5-10mins easy build warm up 
15-20mins at controlled L2 effort with 5 x 20sec hard L5 
power efforts random within ride  
 5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun 10km 
Challenge Ride 

10mins easy L1 warm up spin 
10km ride holding a good L2/3 tempo effort 
10mins easy L1 warm down spin 

 

  



 

Week 5 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Power 8mins build warm up / 6 x 30sec at high cadence 95rpm+ 
with 90sec easy spin recovery 
6 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery + 
4mins easy spin 
4 x 30sec L5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery 
8mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Endurance ride 
with power 
bursts  

10mins easy build warm up 
20-25mins at controlled L2 effort with 5 x 20sec hard L5 
power efforts random within ride  
 5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Fri Strength 5-10mins easy build warm up /  
6 x 3mins in big chain ring L4 overgeared efforts  i.e. use 
gearing and/or resistance to bring leg speed down to 55-
60rpm with 1min easy spin recovery 
5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun Easy 
Endurance 

50-60min L1 endurance ride focused on relaxed breathing 
and using your easy gears so you can spin your legs at 
75rpm+ 

 

Week 6 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Speed / Power 
HIIT Session 

8mins build warm up / 6 x 30sec building cadence to 
95rpm+ with 90sec easy spin recovery 
15sec L5 / 45sec L1 
30sec L5 / 30sec L1 
45sec L5 / 15sec L1 
5mins easy spin recovery and Repeat 
5mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Strength 10mins easy build warm up / 5 x 3-4mins hill climb with 
easy spin back down recovery (indoor trainer use 4min big 
chain ring hard gear/resistance for climb / 1min small chain 
ring for recovery spin) 
5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Fri Endurance 10mins easy build warm up / 5mins in big chain ring build 
to L2/3 
5 x 4mins at L2 endurance with 1min easy spin recovery 
5mins easy warm down 

Sun 15km 
Challenge Ride 

5-10mins build from  L1-L2 warm up  
15km ride holding a good L2/3 tempo effort 
5-10mins easy L1 warm down spin 

 

  



Week 7 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Power 8mins build warm up / 6 x 30sec at high cadence 95rpm+ 
with 90sec easy spin recovery 
4 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery + 
4mins easy spin 
4 x 30sec L4/5 effort with 90sec easy spin recovery 
8mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Tempo 
Endurance 

10mins easy build warm up  
5 x 4mins in big chain ring holding L2/3 with 1min easy 
spin recovery in small chain ring 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Strength 5-10mins easy build warm up /  
8 x 2mins in big chain ring L4 overgeared efforts  i.e. use 
gearing and/or resistance to bring leg speed down to 55-
60rpm with 1min easy spin recovery 
5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun Easy 
Endurance 

70-80min L1/2 endurance ride focused on relaxed 
breathing and using your easy gears so you can spin your 
legs at 75rpm+ 

 

 

Week 8 Session Focus The Session 

Tues Speed / Power 
HIIT Session 

8mins build warm up / 6 x 30sec building cadence to 
95rpm+ with 90sec easy spin recovery 
15sec L5 / 45sec L1 
30sec L5 / 30sec L1 
45sec L5 / 15sec L1 
1min L5 / 1min L1  
5mins easy spin recovery and Repeat 
5mins easy spin warm down   

Thurs Tempo 
Endurance 

10mins easy build warm up / 5mins in big chain ring build 
to L2/3 
6 x 4mins at L3 Tempo endurance with 1min easy spin 
recovery 
5mins easy warm down 

Fri Easy 
Endurance 
Ride  

5-10mins easy build warm up 
15-20mins L1/2 easy spin 
 5-10mins easy warm down spin and stretch   

Sun 20km 
Challenge Ride 

5-10mins build from L1 to L2 warm up  
20km ride holding a good L2/3 tempo effort 
5-10mins easy L1 warm down spin 

 


